Aamulehti review / June 2, 2017
Black Motor with guests Rent Romus, Mike Koskinen and Teppo Hauta-aho
At Telakka 5.31.2017
(beginning from second column:)
The visitors also presented themselves with consummate skill. Koskinen, Romus and Hauta-aho
began the first set as a trio with an imposingly sculpted number, characterized by dignified unison
horn lines. When Simo Laihonen joined the group the music evolved into burning “free bop”, with
Romus blowing dense “Coltraneish” sheets of sound while Koskinen delighted with his e-trumpet,
it’s sound occupying a spectrum somewhere between a normal trumpet and a soprano. Glowing
with a mystical blue light this strange looking instrument is completely different from a regular
trumpet and rarely heard in any context. Koskinen displayed his own personal refined approach to
his instrument.
Kannisto then entered the stage and the quintet played with four flutes, (Romus was blowing two
flutes simultaneously) a fascinating, I’d say generally ethnic oriented piece, which developed
towards more obvious Chinese influences. Finally Ville Rauhala joined in and the full ensemble
performed Romus’ Kalevala-Suite, consisting of four pieces. Romus told that his grandmother was
Finnish and that he himself was exploring for his roots through music. This trip to Finland, his first,
was a groundbreaking event for a fifty years old needing “root care”. Romus turned out to be,
besides a very adept improviser, also a high quality composer. His songs were full of abundant
ideas avoiding the easy clichéd “theme/solos/theme” formats.
These appetizers were so tasty, that I was afraid that Black Motor would play second fiddle in their
own party, but it turned out to be not so. Right away during first bars of the opening Decision Jump
one felt the band’s collective charisma very strongly. Kannisto’s work displayed incomparable
dynamic work on alto intertwining fast and spunky passages with delicate sensitivity.
Best was, however, again to experience Black Motor’s seamless collectivity. …..

